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• Stream flow across the United States is analyzed by directed visibility graphs.
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a b s t r a c t
Exploiting the duality between time series and networks, directed horizontal visibility
graphs (DHVGs) are used to perform an unprecedented analysis of the dynamics of stream
flow fluctuationswith focus on time irreversibility and long rangedependence. The analysis
relies on a large quality-controlled data set consisting of 699 daily time series recorded in
the continental United States (CONUS) that are not affected by human activity and primar-
ily reflects meteorological conditions. DHVGs allow a clear visualization and quantification
of time irreversibility of flow dynamics, which can be interpreted as a signature of nonlin-
earity and long range dependence resulting from the interaction of atmospheric, surface
and underground processes acting at multiple spatio-temporal scales. Irreversibility is ex-
plored by mapping the time series into ingoing, outgoing, and undirected graphs and com-
paring the corresponding degree distributions. Using surrogate data preserving up to the
second order linear temporal dependence properties of the observed series, DHVGs high-
light the additional complexity introduced by nonlinearity into flow fluctuation dynamics.
We show that the degree distributions do not decay exponentially as expected, but tend
to follow a subexponential behavior, even though sampling uncertainty does not allows
a clear distinction between apparent or true power law decay. These results confirm that
the complexity of stream flow dynamics goes beyond a linear representation involving for
instance the combination of linear processes with short and long range dependence, and
requires modeling strategies accounting for temporal asymmetry and nonlinearity.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction 1
The stream flow process is a result of the interaction between meteorological and catchment processes. Therefore, the 2
complexity of recorded runoff signals (hydrographs) and their properties reflects the complexity of such geophysical systems 3
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and their interplay. Two important characteristics of stream flow fluctuations are irreversibility (or temporal asymmetry)1
and persistence (or long range dependence). A stationary process is statistically time reversible if a time series and its time2
reversed equivalent have the same joint distribution, i.e. they are equally probable [1]. Time irreversibility indicates the3
presence of nonlinearity of the underlying dynamics, such as dissipative chaos, and is related to out-of-equilibrium driven4
systems in thermodynamics [2,3]. In the context of river dynamics, time irreversibility, and thus nonlinearity, depends on5
the different processes driving the flow process in the periods of increasing discharge (the so-called hydrograph’s rising6
limbs) and decreasing discharge (hydrograph’s recession limbs). Rising limbs are driven by meteorological forcings that7
evolve at relatively short time scales, which are essentially the characteristic scales of rainfall dynamics (from minutes to8
weeks, according to the convective or advective nature of the meteorological system at play). On the other hand, recession9
limbs reflect the ground water dynamics, i.e. the progressive reduction of the water content stored in the ground in the10
early rising phase, and evolve at larger time scales (up tomonths). These different mechanismsmake the rising limb steeper11
than the recession limb, whereby the first can be interpreted as a phase in which meteorological impulses drive the river12
system out of equilibrium, while the latter describe the slower recovery phase. Serinaldi and Kilsby [4] recently quantified13
irreversibility in a large data set of flow signals referring to 473 European stream gage stations by using the temporal third14
moment function [5].15
The above dynamics are further complicated by additional factors influencing the river system at larger time scales, such16
as climate fluctuations acting at decade to century (or even longer) time scales. The same holds for the geomorphological17
evolution of the river network, land cover, and soil andunderground changes. All thesemechanisms introduce slowly varying18
fluctuations in the flow dynamics, and thus dependence between observations far in time from each other. This behavior is19
referred to as persistence or long range dependence, is usually quantified by the Hurst parameterH [6], and has beenwidely20
studied in the physical and hydrological literature owing to its importance in analysis, modeling, and prediction of hydro-21
meteorological systems [7–11]. In particular, Serinaldi and Kilsby [4] showed that somemain characteristics of stream flow22
fluctuations can be explained by the interaction of short and long range dependence, and can be modeled by the so-called23
generalized Hurst–Kolmogorov (gHK) process [12], which couples a first-order autoregressive process describing short24
range dependence and the Hurst–Kolmogorov process (also known as fractional Gaussian noise) for long range dependence.25
However, gHK (along with other processes commonly applied in time series analyses) is reversible and cannot reproduce26
flow signal irreversibility.27
In this context, combining linear and nonlinear time series analyses can allow a better characterization of complex sig-28
nals [13–15]. Among the available methods, mapping procedures of time series into network graphs allow us to apply29
graph theoretical tools developed in complex network theory [16–19]. One of these methods, called the visibility graph30
(VG) algorithm [20,21] has been applied to study several geophysical systems such as hurricanes [22], seismicity [23,24],31
ocean tides [25], wind speed [26], and solar activity [27]. A particular version of VG, called horizontal visibility mapping32
algorithm [28] (hereinafter HVG), was shown to capture series properties such as periodicity, fractality, and chaoticity,33
thus translating them into corresponding visibility graphs [16]. The directed version of HVG, referred to as directed HVG34
(DHVG) [1] also allows us to highlight irreversibility, and quantifying it by information theory measures, such as Kull-35
back–Leibler (K–L) relative entropymeasure [1], and classical statistical tests, such as Kolmogorov–Smirnov goodness-of-fit36
test [29]. Therefore, DHVG is a suitable candidate tool to explore jointly both persistence and irreversibility in stream flow37
series.38
In this study, we built on a recent study focused on HVG analysis and Brazilian rivers [30], and perform an unprecedented39
large scale study, applying DHVG to a quality controlled daily runoff data set including 699 time series that span up to40
114 years, are not affected by anthropogenic interventions, and are specifically devised for climate-related studies. This41
makes the analysis free from possible artifacts related to anthropogenic activities, thus focusing on the actual properties of42
natural flow fluctuations. The paper is structured as follows. Data and methodology are presented in Section 2. Results are43
discussed in Section 3, while Section 4 provides conclusions.44
2. Data and methods45
2.1. Stream flow data set and preprocessing46
The data set used in this study comprises 699 daily stream flow time series extracted from the Hydro-Climatic Data Net-47
work (HCDN-2009) [31], which is composed of 743 gage stations maintained by the US Geological Survey (USGS). This data48
set is a subset of the wider USGS GAGES-II (Geospatial Attributes of Gages for Evaluating Streamflow, version II) reference49
stations providing geospatial data and classifications for 9322 stream gages. HCDN-2009 includes quality-controlled time50
series from stations thatwere screened to exclude siteswhere human activities or other activities affect the natural flow, and51
with length sufficiently long for analysis of patterns in stream flow over time. HCDN-2009 is specifically drawn to provide a52
stream flow data set suitable for analyzing hydrologic variations and trends in a climatic context [31]. Fig. 1 shows the study53
area and stream gage locations, the time series of the number of stations available in a given year (out of 699), and the his-54
togram of the available record length. A complete list of HCDN-2009 stations along with basic attributes can be found at the55
web site http://water.usgs.gov/osw/hcdn-2009/, while the data set is freely available at http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/sw.56
To filter out the effect of the seasonality, all time series have been preliminarily preprocessed as follows. For a given57
sequence of stream flow observations {xt}t=1,...,N , where N is the sample size, the empirical average value for each calendar58
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Fig. 1. Study area and stream gage locations (a), time series of the number of stations available in a given year out of 699 (b), and histogram with the
available record length (c). For instance, panel (b) indicates the data for almost all stations are available only for the period after the late 1980’s, while the
frequency function in panel (c) indicates that the average length of the time series is about 60 years.
day

m˜i

i=1,...,365 and the calendar-day standard deviation

s˜i

i=1,...,365 are computed. The seasonal components m˜i and s˜i 1
are then smoothed by local scatter plot smoothing (LOESS) [32] following the rationale of the seasonal-trend decomposition 2
based on LOESS (STL) procedure [33], obtaining smoothed seasonal componentsmi and si. Thus, deseasonalized time series 3
yt are obtained by subtractingmi from xt and then dividing by si as follows 4
yi,t = xi,t −misi , for i = 1, . . . , 365 and t = 1, . . . ,N. (1) 5
This procedure removes the seasonality of the first twomoments of the time series acting approximately as a band-pass filter 6
extracting signal frequencies in the range within about one month and one year, and is standard preprocessing procedure 7
in this kind of hydrological analyses [7–9,34]. 8
2.2. Horizontal visibility graphs 9
In this study we use the horizontal visibility algorithm introduced by Luque et al. [28] as a special case of the visibility 10
algorithm [20,21] to map stream flow time series into graphs. Referring to Luque et al. [28] for the original description, the 11
algorithm is as follows. Given a generic time series {xt}t=1,...,N , each observation corresponds to a node in the HVG. Two 12
nodes i and j are connected if one can draw a horizontal line in the time series connecting xi and xj without intersecting 13
any intermediate observation. This means that two connected nodes i and j fulfill the geometrical criterion within the time 14
series 15
xi, xj > xt , ∀t | i < t < j. (2) 16
HVG has a number of properties making it a useful diagnostic tool [28]: 17
(i) Connection: each node sees at least its left-side and right-side nearest neighbors. 18
(ii) Invariance under affine (monotonic) transformations, making it a nonparametric rank-based method which is 19
insensible to rescaling procedures. 20
(iii) Data compression (reversibility between time series and network representation): Since the network structure is 21
completely defined by the binary adjacency matrix, some information concerning the actual value of each observation 22
is unavoidably lost; however, this limit is common to every nonparametric rank-based method, and can be overcome 23
by using weighted networks. 24
(iv) Exponential degree distribution: recalling that the degree distribution of a graphdescribes the probability of an arbitrary 25
node to have k links (degree k), it can be shown that random, chaotic, and stochastic processes (with exponentially and 26
power law decaying autocorrelation) map into graphs with exponential probability density function (PDF) of degrees, 27
p(k) ∝ exp(−λk), where the value of λ characterizes the specific process [16]. 28
(v) Directed and indirected characters of the mapping: the algorithm allows the definition of undirected graphs mapping 29
the links between each observation xt with past and future observations, or directed graphs,wherebywe can distinguish 30
two degrees for each given node: an ingoing degree kin(t), which is the number of links of node t with other past nodes 31
corresponding with data in the series (i.e., nodes with t ′ < t), and an outgoing degree kout(t), which is the number of 32
links with future nodes (t ′ > t). The ingoing and outgoing degree distributions of a DHVG are defined as the PDFs of kin 33
and kout of the graph [28,1], referred to as pin(k) := P[kin = k] and pout(k) := P[kout = k]. 34
When the DHVG is not invariant under time reversion (i.e. the degree distribution pin(k) is different from pout(k)), 35
therefore one can state that the generating process is not conservative. As mentioned above, time irreversibility is an 36
expected characteristic of stream flow dynamics due to the different physical processes involved in the hydrograph rising 37
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and recession limbs, which describe departure from equilibrium (related to meteorological impulses) and subsequent1
recovery.2
To better understand the properties of stream flow fluctuations, the directed degree distributions of the observed series3
have been compared with those of two types of surrogate data: (i) time independent shuffled data preserving the marginal4
distribution, and (ii) iterative amplitude adjusted Fourier transformation (IAAFT) [35,36,5,37,38] preserving almost exactly5
the marginal distribution function and power spectrum of the observations, i.e. the linear moments up to the second order.6
IAAFT surrogates are stationary [39] and temporally symmetric by construction because of randomization of Fourier phases,7
meaning that the sampling algorithm does not preserve the possible forward–backward asymmetry of the original signal.8
Therefore, IAFFT is often used in nonlinear dynamics studies to check nonlinear behavior.9
2.3. Inference procedure on degree distributions10
Since the empirical results reported in Section 3 show that the empirical degree distributions of flow data depart from the11
theoretical exponential behavior characterizing processes with linear temporal dependence, we set up a detailed frequency12
analysis to better understand the nature of such distributions. The analysis involves five candidate distributions describing13
different tail behavior, going fromhyperexponential (upper tail lighter that exponential) to subexponential (tail heavier than14
exponential) [40–42]. In more detail, we consider the exponential distribution (EXP) as a benchmark, Pearson type III (PE3;15
also known as shifted gamma), Generalized Pareto (GP),Weibull (WEI; also known as stretched exponential), and lognormal16
(LN3). Referring to the literature for further details and to the Appendix for the parameterization of these models, we recall17
some key properties.18
In this set of distributions, GP is the only power-type model exhibiting asymptotic behavior similar to x−1/ξ for ξ > 019
(where x denotes a generic randomvariable, and ξ is the GP shape parameter in Eq. (A.3)), while the others are of exponential20
form. For ξ = 0, GP degenerates to the exponential distribution, thus making GP a suitable model to investigate possible21
power law decay related for instance to scale-free networks. The PE3 distribution in Eq. (A.2) has a ‘‘slightly lighter’’ tail22
than the exponential as it decays faster, while for shape parameter ξ > 1 PE3 exhibits a ‘‘slightly heavier’’ tail decaying23
more slowly than exponentially [42, and references therein]. The WEI distribution (Eq. (A.4)) can have either an apparent24
heavy or bounded tail depending on the value of its shape parameter in a penultimate sense [43–45]. The LN3 distribution25
(Eq. (A.5)) is also considered a heavy-tailed distribution (it belongs to the subexponential family) and can approximate power26
law distributions for a large portion of the body of the distribution [46,42].27
Exploratory data analysis is performed by using the L-moment ratio diagrams (LMRDs), which are similar to the28
conventional moment ratio diagrams [47], but relying of the L-moments (where ‘‘L’’ stands for linear combination of order29
statistics). L-moment framework [48,49] iswidely used in the hydrological frequency analysis as it shows several advantages30
compared to conventional moments. For instance, L-moments are less sensitive to outliers and are more reliable, thus31
increasing the diagnostic power of ratio diagrams. L-moments of every order do exist provided the existence of the first32
one, which corresponds to the mean. L-moment framework also provides an estimation method performing similarly to or33
better than maximum likelihood in terms of bias and variance for small sample sizes.34
Based on the above remarks and model selection purposes discussed later, distributions’ parameters are estimated by35
three different methods: (i) L-moments, (ii) maximum likelihood, and (iii) theminimization of the followingmodifiedmean36
square error (MSE) norm defined as [42]37
MSE = 1
N
N
i=1

S(xi:N)
SN(xi:N)
− 1
2
, (3)38
where S = 1−F denotes the survival function corresponding to a parametric cumulative distribution function F , SN = 1−FN39
is the empirical counterpart where FN is estimated by the Weibull plotting position formula FN(x) = 1/(N + 1) 1{xi≤x},40
and xi:N is the ith order statistic. This normwas shown to be unbiased, exhibiting also lower variance in comparison to other41
candidates, such as the conventional MSE computed on the quantiles [42]. MSE considers the relative error between the42
theoretical and the empirical values of the cumulative distribution functions rather than using the x values [42]. To assess43
the effect of the sample size, we defined the degree distributions of HVG for annual subsamples and the entire time series44
(hereinafter referred to as annual series and global series, respectively). All distributions are therefore fitted over the range45
k > 2 for annual series, and k > 4 for global series to reduce the effect of departures from the theoretical laws due to46
discretization effect for small degrees, but retaining enough data for algorithms’ convergence.47
Aftermodel parameter estimation, goodness of fit was assessed by usingMSE, as this norm is formally close to otherwell-Q348
known goodness-of-fit measures based on cumulative distribution functions such as Kolmogorov–Smirnov or Cramer–von49
Mises [50], thus making it a suitable norm to assess model fitting. Of course, when parameters are estimated by minimizing50
MSE, the resulting MSE values are expected to be smaller than MSE values computed for the models resulting from LM and51
ML estimation methods, because in these cases optimal parameters correspond to criteria different from MSE. Thus, MSE52
should be used to compare the performance of the five candidates for each estimation method separately.53
Finally, model selection is performed applying two criteria. First, for all three estimationmethods, the ‘‘best’’ fittedmodel54
or ‘‘optimal’’ model is considered to be the one with the smallest MSE. However, MSE does not give information about the55
degree of likelihood of each model, and thus the significance of the difference among different candidates. Therefore, as56
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a second criterion, we exploit ML method to implement a model selection based on information theory criteria [51]. In 1
particular, we use the bias corrected Akaike information criterion (AIC) [52] 2
AICc := −2 log(L(θˆ))+ 2M + 2M(M + 1)N −M − 1 ≡ AIC+
2M(M + 1)
N −M − 1 , (4) 3
where M is the number of parameters and N is the sample size. AICc values are used to compute the differences 4
[51, pp. 70–72] 5
∆j := AICc,j − AICc,min. (5) 6
Such differences quantify the relative expected K–L differences between the unknown true distribution G and the fitted 7
models Fi(x|θ), where θ denotes a generic vector of parameters estimated by ML. These ∆j values are easy to interpret 8
and allow a quick comparison and ranking of candidate models. The model estimated to be optimal has ∆j ≡ ∆min ≡ 0 9
[51, pp. 70–72]. The quantities exp(∆j/2) correspond to the evidence ratios, when we compare the evidence for the best 10
model versus the jth optimal model. They represent the evidence about fitted models as to which is better in the K–L 11
information sense [51, pp. 77–79]. For instance, for∆j = 2, the evidence ratio is 2.7, meaning that the estimated best model 12
is 2.7 times as probable as the jth model to minimize the information loss, or vice versa the jth model is 1/2.7 = 0.368 13
times as probable as the estimated best model to minimize the information loss. A rule of thumb for model selection is as 14
follows [51, p. 70]: ∆j ∈ (0, 2) gives a substantial support for model j, ∆j ∈ (4, 7) considerably less, ∆j > 10 essentially 15
none. We use ∆j values to select the best model (analogously to MSE selection) and to check the number of models falling 16
in the interval (0, 2); this gives an overall picture about the strength of evidence for the best fitted model. Indeed, if several 17
models show∆j values in the range (0, 2), this means that these models are all plausible candidates in the K–L information 18
sense, under the hypothesis that one of the models must be the K–L best model of that set of models. 19
In summary, the inference includes five different distributions (EXP, PE3, GP, WEI, and LN3), three estimation methods 20
(LM, MSE, and ML), and two goodness-of-fit/model selection criteria (MSE and AICc). 21
3. Results and discussion 22
3.1. Analysis of degree distributions 23
For the sake of comparisonwith previous findings reported in the literature [30], a first visual check is performed by using 24
survival functions S(k) = 1−F(k) = P[K > k]. Fig. 2 shows the diagrams of S(k) versus k corresponding to ingoing, outgoing 25
and undirected HVGs for the observed, shuffled and IAAFT series. Focusing on the undirected graphs, based on results 26
concerning Brazilian stream flow series [30],we expected an exponential decay of the upper tail of degree distributions faster 27
than random, corresponding to stochastic processes with temporal dependence [16]; however, the diagrams show that the 28
degree distributions decaymore slowly than exponentially on a double logarithmic plot, thus indicating a possible algebraic 29
heavy tail behavior. This subexponential decay is even more evident by comparing the degree distributions of the observed 30
series with those of shuffled and IAAFT signals. For shuffled data, S(k) functions decay exponentially as expected and are 31
coherent with the theoretical exponential distributions describing a random process (λ = ln(3/2) and λin = λout = ln(2)). 32
Since IAAFT sequences preserve the autocorrelation (power spectrum) of the original series, we expect a decay faster than 33
the theoretical one for random signals. However, as the annual subsampling can conceal this behavior owing to the limited 34
sample size, we also considered HVGs for the global series. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding S(k) functions, which confirm 35
the subexponential behavior for the observed series, the exponential decay for shuffled signals, and the faster-than-random 36
exponential decay of the IAAFT sequences. 37
To better understand the actual nature of the observed degree distributions, S(k) diagrams are complemented by LMRDs 38
of L-kurtosis τ4 versus L-skewness τ3 (Fig. 4). Each panel of Fig. 4 shows the empirical pairs (τ3, τ4) superimposed to the 39
theoretical curves corresponding to PE3, GP, WEI and LN3 models, and the theoretical point describing the EXP distribution 40
for whatever parameters’ values. Each panel displays observed, shuffled, and IAAFT samples and the median values of each 41
cloud of points. Focusing on the annual scale in the top panels of Fig. 4, the discrepancy between the observed and shuffled 42
and IAAFT L-moments is remarkable. In particular, the observed L-moments cover a wider range of values on the right side 43
of the point denoting the EXP distribution, corresponding to distributions more skewed than EXP. The median points of the 44
observed L-moments are close to GP theoretical line for ingoing degree distributions, to LN3 for outgoing, and lie between 45
GP and LN3 for undirected, thus confirming the difference between ingoing and outgoing behavior already recognized in 46
the S(k) diagrams, and the mixing effect characterizing the undirected distributions. On the other hand, shuffled and IAAFT 47
L-moments overlap to each other almost perfectly, cover smaller ranges of values, and are centered around the theoretical 48
EXP point as expected. Moreover, ingoing and outgoing samples of shuffled and IAAFT L-moments are very similar, while 49
for undirected samples, IAAFT L-moments tend to move slightly on the left side of the theoretical EXP point, confirming 50
the hyperexponential behavior of the undirected degree distributions of signals with linear long range dependence. Bottom 51
panels of Fig. 4 further support the above analysis relying on longer global series, which remarkably reduce the uncertainty 52
(variability) of the sample L-moments. However, while conclusions are kept unchanged for shuffled and IAAFT data, the 53
median of observed ingoing L-moments is between GP and WEI curves, the median of observed outgoing L-moments is 54
between GP and LN3 curves, and the median of observed undirected L-moments is close to GP curve. In all cases, the 55
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Fig. 2. Survival functions S(k) of HVGs degrees for annual subseries on a double logarithmic scale. Rows of panels show results for observed, shuffled, and
IAAFT data, while columns report density functions for ingoing, outgoing, and undirected networks. Black lines denote the expected theoretical exponential
S(k) ∝ exp(−λk) for temporally independent random noise. The discrepancies between the observed S(k) functions and the exponential model (top
panels) disappear for shuffled and IAAFT data (middle and bottom rows of panels). Since IAAFT preserves up to second order linear moments, the behavior
of the observed S(k) functions can be attributed to nonlinear dynamics.
range of empirical L-moments denotes the presence of degree distributions whose behavior goes from EXP or slightly1
hyperexponential to evident subexponential.2
In order to quantitatively assess which theoretical model better describes the empirical degree distributions, the five3
models are fitted to data by LM, MSE, and ML methods, then assessing the fitting accuracy in terms of MSE. Results for4
annual series are reported in Fig. 5, where each panel shows the box plots of MSE for the five models fitted by the three5
estimation methods. As mentioned in Section 2.3, the smallest MSE values are obtained when MSE itself is minimized to6
estimate the parameters; so, the relative goodness of fit of the five distributions should be assessed for each estimation7
method separately. For example, focusing on the ingoing observed degree distributions, GP,WEI, and LN3 show similar MSE8
for the LM method; using MSE minimization, GP and LN3 yield smaller MSE values, while GP seems to be the best model9
when parameters are fitted by ML. Extending the analysis to outgoing and undirected cases, GP and LN3 always provide the10
better fit in terms of MSE, while EXP always provides poor results. Unlike what is expected, for shuffled and IAAFT data, EXP11
exhibits again the largest MSE along with LN3, while PE3, GP, and WEI generally yield similar MSE. This is only apparently12
surprising because sampling fluctuations introduce discrepancies from the expected two-parameter EXP behavior that are13
better captured by the three-parameter competitors including EXP as a special case. Notice that LN3 is a credible alternative14
in terms of MSE only when this norm is used to fit the parameters.15
As for the LMRDs, results are slightly different moving from annual to global scale (Fig. 6). In particular, focusing on the16
observed data, GP is no longer the best option for ingoing and undirected cases, but it is outperformed by WEI when the17
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Fig. 3. As for Fig. 2, but for networks defined on the global series (without splitting in annual subsets); similar interpretation applies.
model is fitted by LM. On the other hand, GP and LN3 perform very close to each other for outgoing distributions. Above 1
remarks on annual data still apply for global shuffled and IAAFT cases, with GP being generally the optimal model, and LN3 2
the worst. 3
The previous MSE analysis gives an overall picture of the fitting performance, but it does not give information about 4
whichmodel should be selected in each case. This task is accomplished by identifying whichmodel shows the smallest MSE 5
and AICc for each empirical degree distribution. MSE can be applied for all estimation method but it does not account for 6
the different number of parameters of EXP and the other models, and does not allows the assessment of the significance of 7
MSE differences between the best model and the others. On the other hand, AICc accounts for the latter two aspects but can 8
be coherently applied only for ML estimates. Results are summarized in terms of percentage of times eachmodel is selected 9
as the optimal one. 10
For annual scale and observed data (Fig. 7), GP and LN3 are the dominant models whenMSE is used as selection criterion 11
independently of the fitting method, with GP being the most frequent option for ingoing case, and LN3 for outgoing and 12
undirected. However, using AICc, WEI and GP are the best options for ingoing distributions, while GP dominates for outgoing 13
and undirected distributions. Looking at shuffled and IAAFT results, GP is generally themost frequent optimal model, except 14
when the model is fitted and selected by MSE; in this case, GP and LN3 have similar selection rate. Results become clearer 15
for global data (Fig. 8). GP and WEI are the best models for observed outgoing and undirected distributions, while LN3 and 16
partly GP dominate for outgoing case and MSE selection, but in this case GP is the definite winner using AICc. Looking at 17
global shuffled and IAAFT data, LN3 is generally outperformed by the other models including EXP as a special case, and 18
GP is the definite winner for AICc selection. Finally, ∆j < 2 in ≈ 25% and ≈ 1% of cases for annual data and global data, 19
respectively. This means that in≈ 25% of cases for annual data, two or more models are possible candidates minimizing the 20
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Fig. 4. LMRDs for ingoing (left side), outgoing (middle), and undirected (right side) degree distributions for annual (top) and global data (bottom). For
each panel, empirical pairs of L-kurtosis τ4 and L-skewness τ3 superimposed to the theoretical curves corresponding to PE3, GP, WEI, and LN3 models,
and the theoretical point describing the EXP distribution. The median values of each cloud of points is also shown. LMRDs indicate that: (i) shuffled degree
distributions are close to EXP point as expected, (ii) IAAFT degree distributions tend to be exponential (for ingoing and outgoing cases) or hyperexponential
(for undirected case), while observed degree distributions tend to follow GP/WEI (ingoing), GP/LN3 (outgoing), and GP (undirected).
K–L information loss, thus confirming the uncertainty of conclusions relying on annual degree distributions. On the other1
hand, stronger evidence supports the selected optimal model when using global data.2
To summarize, LRMDs, MSE analysis, and model selection provide a coherent picture indicating that:3
1. For annual data, ingoing distributions are close to GP andWEI with more support for the first, outgoing distributions are4
close to GP or LN3, and undirected distributions are close to GP or WEI/LN3. Owing to sampling uncertainty, a definite5
choice is not possible because model selection yields two or more optimal models (in the K–L loss sense) in the≈ 25% of6
cases. This suggests that the information (in the theoretic information sense) contained in annual subsets of daily data7
might be not sufficient to draw reliable conclusions even on the nature of the body of degree distributions.8
2. For the global data, model selection yields a single optimalmodels (in the K–L loss sense) in the≈ 99% of cases. However,9
similar to annual data, selection does not indicate a unique distribution. Indeed, GP, WEI, and LN3 alternate as possible10
optimal choices with prevalence of GP.11
3. Bearing in mind that GP, WEI, and LN3 have heavy tail subexponential behavior, but GP is the only one exhibiting a real12
asymptotic power law tail, our findings confirm the difficulty to draw definite conclusions about the actual asymptotic13
nature of the degree distributions from finite samples. This difficulty iswell known in the literature [46], and is related not14
only to the similar asymptotic or pre-asymptotic behavior of GP,WEI, and LN3 but also on common generating processes.15
In fact, power law and lognormal decay can result from slightly different multiplicative processes with and without a16
bounded minimum acting as a lower reflective barrier to the multiplicative model [46], while power law and stretched17
exponential correspond to linear and sublinear preferential attachment mechanisms, respectively [53]. Therefore, the18
combined effect of distribution similarities, possible common generating mechanisms, and finite sample sizes can likely19
explain the ambiguity of model selection outcomes.20
4. EXP distribution is rarely selected as the best model even for the cases (shuffled and IAAFT) in which it is the expected21
theoretical model. However, as discussed above, sampling fluctuations generate discrepancies (see the scattering of L-22
moments in Fig. 4) that are better described by distributions with an additional parameter, including EXP as a special23
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Fig. 5. Box plots of MSE for the five models (EXP, PE3, GP, WEI, and LN3) fitted by the three estimation methods (LM, MSE, and ML). Each panel shows the
performance (in terms ofMSE) of the fivemodels for the three estimationmethods corresponding to each combination of HVG direction (ingoing, outgoing,
and undirected) and type of annual data (observed, shuffled, and IAAFT). Comparison should be done among models estimated with the same estimation
method. For example, for observed ingoing distributions (top-left panel), GP exhibits the smallest MSE for all the three estimation methods.
Fig. 6. As for Fig. 5, but for networks defined on the global series; similar interpretation applies.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the fitted models in terms of optimal model selection rate. Each bar indicates the percentage of times each model is selected as
the best one in terms of minimum MSE or AICc . For each panel, the selection rate is reported in terms of MSE for all estimation methods (LM, MSE, and
ML), and AICc for ML. For example, the first bar in the top-left panel indicates that GP is selected in the 28.33% of times as the best model for observed
ingoing degree distributions when parameters are estimated by LM and the goodness of fit is assessed by MSE. For observed data, GP, WEI and LN3 show
the highest selection rate depending on the estimation method. GP dominates in terms of AICc for outgoing and undirected distributions.
Fig. 8. As for Fig. 7, but for networks defined on the global series; similar interpretation applies. Focusing on observed data, WEI and GP show the highest
selection rate for ingoing and undirected distributions, while GP and LN3 are most frequent optimal models for outgoing distributions.
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Fig. 9. Empirical PDFs of EXP λ values for the annual (top) and global(bottom) series. Bullet points denote the average values of the samples. Ingoing and
outgoing distributions are almost identical for shuffled and IAAFT data (as expected form theoretical results), while they differ for observed data, thus
indicating temporal asymmetry and nonlinearity. Shuffled PDFs are centered around the theoretical values λ ≈ 0.41 and λin = λout ≈ 0.69, while IAAFT
signals show greater values corresponding to (expected) hyperexponential behavior.
case (see lines intersecting the EXP point in LRMDs shown in Fig. 4). In this respect, the selection of GP, WEI and PE3 as 1
optimal models for shuffled and IAAFT degree distributions is not so surprising. 2
3.2. Analysis of characteristic parameters 3
Even though definite conclusion about the true nature of the upper tail of the degree distribution is not possible, the 4
systematic selection of GP as one of the optimal models allows for further analyses. Indeed, the values of the GP shape 5
parameter ξ indicate if the distribution is close to exponential (ξ ≈ 0) or remarkably subexponential (ξ > 0) or hyperexpo- 6
nential (ξ < 0). However, when ξ > 0 we only conclude that degree distributions have subexponential behavior without 7
specifying if it is power law or not, because we cannot know if they are actually GP, or WEI/LN3 with apparent power law 8
behavior. For the sake of comparison and completeness, both EXP λ and GP ξ are studied comparing the PDFs for ingoing 9
λin (ξin), outgoing λout (ξout), and undirected λun (ξun), corresponding to each observed and surrogate (shuffled and IAAFT) 10
series on annual and global basis. Only MSE estimates are shown as LM and ML have very similar PDFs. 11
Results for λ are reported in Fig. 9. For observed data, PDFs of λin, λout, and λun are clearly different, being the PDF of λout 12
shifted on the right side (higher average) andmuchmore dispersed (higher variance). The difference between the PDFs of λin 13
and λun reduces at global scale, while λout values are still themost dispersed. PDFs corresponding to shuffled data agreewith 14
the theoretical results, showing empirical averages close to theoretical expected values (λ ≈ 0.41 and λin = λout ≈ 0.69), 15
and almost identical PDFs for λin and λout. This confirms the time symmetry of the shuffled sequences along with the 16
correctness of the implemented algorithm. Compared with shuffled sequences, IAAFT signals are characterized by (directed 17
and undirected) λ values greater than those corresponding to shuffled series [16], and by identical PDFs for λin and λout, 18
denoting the linearity of the IAAFT algorithm,which is not able to reproduce the observed irreversibility of flow fluctuations. 19
It should be noted that annual and global PDFs of observed and shuffled data show systematic shifts (bias), and annual PDFs 20
are more dispersed than the global owing to the smaller size of the annual subsets. This further stress the requirement of 21
larger sample sizes to obtain reliable conclusions. 22
Assuming GP as a good candidate to explore the behavior of the upper tail of the degree distributions, Fig. 10 shows 23
that in all cases the average values of ξ are close to each other, thus resulting in a broad overlap of the PDFs. Similar to λ, 24
PDFs of ξin and ξout for shuffled and IAAFT data are almost indistinguishable (as expected) owing to the signal reversibility. 25
Moreover, the average of ξin is close to zero confirming the expected convergence to EXP behavior, while the average of 26
ξout tends to be slightly smaller than zero, indicating the expected hyperexponential decay faster than that of shuffled data. 27
For observed data, the average of ξun is close to 0.2 with low probability (for global data) to observe negative values. This 28
confirms the subexponential behavior of observed degree distributions even though we cannot draw conclusions about 29
actual or apparent algebraic decay (see discussion in Section 3.1). The pairwise scatter plots and values of Kendall correlation 30
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Fig. 10. Empirical PDFs of GP ξ values for the annual (top) and global(bottom) series. Bullet points denote the average values of the samples. As for EXP
λ, ingoing and outgoing distributions are almost identical for shuffled and IAAFT data, while they differ for observed data, denoting temporal asymmetry
and nonlinearity. Average values are close to zero for shuffled data, indicating GP convergence to EXP; they are slightly negative for IAAFT data, denoting
hyperexponential behavior; and ξ averages are close to 0.2 for observed data, thus indicating subexponential behavior.
coefficient in Fig. 11 show that a strong and almost linear relationship does exist between ξun and ξin (for observed data),1
while a weaker and approximately linear relationship characterizes the pairs (ξun, ξout) and (ξin, ξout). In all cases, ξ values2
are not related to the logarithm of the drainage basin area, which is a physical quantity that is often related to summary3
statistics of the stream flow records [13].4
These results show that a faithful reproduction of linear properties (autocorrelation/power spectrum) up to second5
order is not enough to capture a specific feature of stream flow fluctuations related to temporal irreversibility, and thus6
nonlinearity. The similarity between ingoing and undirected degree distributions shows that the overall degree of each7
node depends on the number of links with past nodes (observations) more than on links with the future nodes. This can8
be partly explained by the stream flow dynamics: rising limbs are characterized by faster discharge increases triggered by9
meteorological impulses that make them ‘‘visible’’ to a number of past observations in the previous recession limb, while10
the subsequent observations in the slowly decaying recession limb prevent high visibility of many future observations.11
We also explored two further aspects: possible spatial patterns of (i) power law exponents, and (ii) correspondence12
between extreme values and graph’s hubs (values characterized by large connectivity). Given the strong relationship13
between ξun and ξin, these parameters show similar spatial patterns with quite coherent clusters of values close to zero in14
the eastern part of the CONUS, along the AppalachianMountains and the northern part of theWest Coast (Fig. 12(a) and (c)).15
These clusters tend to disappear for ξout, whose values are smaller than ξin and ξun (see bottom left panel of Fig. 10). Therefore,16
the behavior of degree distributions, and so, the complex network characterization and nonlinearity of flow fluctuations,17
are not purely random across the CONUS but are spatially coherent. Since these spatial patterns are likely related to other18
physical properties, they are worthy of future investigation focusing on local geomorphological characteristics and hydro-19
meteorological regimes to get deeper insights on flow dynamics. Notice that the cluster of ξun values close to zero indicate20
an approximate EXP behavior that is coherent with the findings of Ref. [30]. However, our results show that this behavior21
can be not general when the analysis is expanded including a larger variety of natural stream flow signals. Moreover,22
the difference between the spatial patterns of ξin and ξout (along with differences in their PDFs) support the presence of23
temporally asymmetric dynamics more complex than linear.24
For random sequences, extreme high values of flow fluctuations (related to flood events) are expected to be also the25
most visible nodes with large number of connections/degrees. However, this is not always true for real-world data [23,26]26
and need to be checked. We used the following procedure: for each time series, we computed the median y˜|k of the flow27
fluctuation values corresponding with each value of degree k resulting from directed and undirected HVGs (i.e., y˜|k is the28
median fluctuation conditioned on the discrete values of k); then, the relationship between y˜|k and k was visually checked29
formonotonicity and quantified by Kendall correlation coefficient. Kendall correlation values in Fig. 10(d)–(f) show a general30
positive relationship between flow fluctuation values and k for ingoing and undirected HVGs, thus denoting that the higher31
values tend to bemore connectedwith past observations. On the other hand, outgoingHVGs yield both positive and negative32
correlation valueswith quite a random spatial distribution. Visual inspection (plots not shown) highlighted that the patterns33
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Fig. 11. Scatter plot matrix showing the mutual pairwise relationship between ξin , ξout , ξun , and logarithm of drainage basin area. Lines denote LOESS
regression curves. The values of Kendall correlation coefficient are reported in the upper triangular matrix of panels. The diagrams highlight the strong
correlation between ξin and ξun , and the weak correlation between ξ values and drainage basin area.
of y˜|k versus k can be non monotonic, thus resulting in mixed results. These differences further stress the nonlinear effect of 1
the different physical dynamics acting in the rising and recession phases of the flow process. 2
4. Conclusions 3
In this study, directed and undirected HVG algorithm developed in complex network theory has been applied for the 4
first time on a large high quality data set of stream flow fluctuations with length up to 114 years recorded across the CONUS 5
area. The analysis of ingoing, outgoing, and undirected degree distributions related to the network representation of the 6
time series allowed us to highlight the nonlinear behavior of natural flow fluctuations free from anthropogenic influence. 7
Nonlinearity is characterized in terms of irreversibility and interpreted as a consequence of the different physical processes 8
triggering the rising and recession limbs of the hydrograph. A detailed analysis of degree distributions show a systematic 9
subexponential behavior of various strength, going from approximately exponential to apparent power law with well 10
defined spatial patterns across the study area. However, the sampling uncertainty does not allow definite conclusions about 11
the true nature of the upper tails, i.e. apparent or true power law behavior. These results are corroborated by an extensive 12
comparison involving suitable surrogate data preserving almost exactly up to the secondorder linear properties. Our findings 13
show that flow dynamics aremore complex than simple stochastic linear dynamics, and irreversibility is a key feature to get 14
insights on the nonlinearity of the flow process. This study extends recent analyses concerning a large set of Brazilian stream 15
flow records [30], and show a rather different behavior for North-American rivers, for which nonlinearity seems to be the 16
dominant characteristic, concealing the underlying short and long range linear dynamics. Our findings contribute to pave 17
theway for further investigations based on tools developed in network theory, aswell as the development of suitablemodels 18
to account for irreversibility. Combining ‘temporal’ network analysis and ‘spatial’ network analysis recently introduced in 19
hydrological sciences [54–58] is also another topic deserving further research for a better understanding of stream flows 20
and other geophysical processes. 21
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(a) GP shape parameter: ingoing. (b) GP shape parameter: outgoing.
(c) GP shape parameter: undirected. (d) Correlation degree intensity: ingoing.
(e) Correlation degree intensity: outgoing. (f) Correlation degree intensity: undirected.
Fig. 12. Spatial patterns of ξin (a), ξout (b), and ξun (c), and Kendall correlation coefficient of the pairs (k, y˜|k) for ingoing, outgoing, and undirected HVGs
(d–f). Panels (a) and (b) show two clusters of degree distributionswith approximately exponential behavior (ξin, ξun ≈ 0) along the AppalachianMountains
and the northern part of theWest Coast. The clusters tend to disappear for ξout , denoting a widespread subexponential behavior. Panels (d–f) show general
positive correlation between the pairs (k, y˜|k) for ingoing and undirected HVGs, and quite a random spatial variability around zero for outgoing HVGs.
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Appendix6
The five distributions used in this study are parameterized as follows [49, pp. 192–201].7
Exponential distribution (EXP):8
F(x;µ, λ) = 1− exp

−x− µ
λ

, (A.1)9
where x ≥ µ, µ ∈ R is the lower endpoint of the distribution, and λ is a scale parameter.10
Pearson type III (PE3):11
F(x;µ, λ, ξ) = Γ

ξ,
x− µ
λ

/Γ (ξ), (A.2)12
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where x ≥ µ, Γ (ξ , x) =  x0 tξ−1e−tdt , Γ (ξ) = ∞0 tξ−1e−tdt , µ ∈ R is the lower endpoint of the distribution, λ > 0 is a 1
scale parameter, and
√
ξ > 0 is a shape parameter. 2
Generalized Pareto (GP): 3
F(x;µ, λ, ξ) =

1−

1+ ξ x− µ
λ
−1/ξ
if ξ ≠ 0
1− exp

−x− µ
λ

if ξ = 0,
(A.3) 4
where x ∈ [µ,µ + λ/ξ ] if ξ < 0, x ≥ µ if ξ ≥ 0, µ ∈ R is a location parameter, λ > 0 is a scale parameter, and ξ ∈ R 5
is a shape parameter. For ξ = 0, GP converges to EXP; for ξ = 1, Eq. (A.3) yields a uniform distribution on the interval 6
x ∈ [µ,µ+ λ]. 7
Weibull (WEI): 8
F(x;µ, λ, ξ) = 1− exp

−

x− µ
λ
ξ
, (A.4) 9
where x ≥ µ, µ ∈ R is the lower endpoint of the distribution, λ > 0 is a scale parameter, and ξ > 0 is a shape parameter. 10
Lognormal (LN3): 11
F(x;µ, λ, ξ) = Φ

log(x− µ)− λ
ξ

= Φ

log

(x− µ)1/ξ
exp(λ/ξ)

, (A.5) 12
where x > µ, µ ∈ R is the lower endpoint of the distribution, λ > 0 is a scale parameter, while ξ > 0 controls the shape 13
of the distribution as is better highlighted by the third term of Eq. (A.5). 14
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